Enva 2018

About ENVA
ENVA is the environmental fest of Maharaja Surajmal Insitute Of Technology. ENVA is
growing gradually while spreading its wings beautifully every year. The preparation for
ENVA starts from meetings, ideas, planning, preparations, responsibilities, goes to action,
participation, excitement and finally ends with fun, enjoyment and success! Every event or
competition organized ends with the award distribution. Apart from this, it gives a noble
opportunity to the students of this technical institution to participate and showcase their
talent in various non-technical areas. Also, it provides them a chance to save the
environment and be a part of the awared society. ENVA 2018 was organised by
PRAKRITI MSIT on 10-11 january 2018

Events at ENVA 2018

1) Foodie Akhada
A timed challenge which fulfill your temptation for food. Here battle for nothing but food.
2) Treasure Hunt
Awaken the subdued explorer in you. Team up, crack riddles, Race against time, Push your
logics to limits and at last embrace victory with full vigor.
3) Mystery Room
Mystery Room is a race against time. Solve the clues one by one. Beat the clock to get
through all the clues by finding the objects related to them. Finding the objects is the only
route to escape.
4) Battle of bands
A stage event between different bands to perform on the stage and win hearts of judge and
audiences.

5) Green Wizard
GreenWizard is an event that needs you to bring out your creativity when it comes to
waste materials. Use your mind, eyes, and motor skills to stand at the top.
6) Feet-o-fire
A street dance event where attendees were asked to show their best moves.

7) Wordyrinth
An event for people who are infatuated with the magic world of language and words. The
competitors put their skills to test and get lost in labyrinth of words.
8) Guns N Roses
A perfect blind date event for couples filled with fun activities
9) Sports Rumble
Fun, entertainment, strength and team spirit is what Sports Rumble is all about. A event
which celebrates the spirit of sports.

10) The ShowDown
A pop culture quiz which quizzes the participants on various popular sitcom and anime
shows such as F.R.I.E.N.D.S, G.O.T, Naruto and the like.

11) Live Pawn
An amazing unique board game event.
12) Spartacus (CS:GO)
A platform to show your gaming skills and sharp mind because it's time to win and play
with people

13) Navras
This event was street play competition which encouraged teams to perform plays
depicting matters related to nature.
14) Minute to win it
An event in which you team up, make strategies to complete fun tasks within a minute.

HIGHLIGHTS
• 8k - 10k footfall
• Participants from all over delhi

